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UM RESEARCHER PREPARES 
TO GO WEIGHTLESS WITH NASA
MISSOULA —
University of Montana scientist Chuck Leonard admits he can’t handle carnival rides. 
“Even put me in the back seat of a car and I’m throwing up,” he said.
So it’s ironic a professor prone to motion sickness will soon do research aboard a 
NASA aircraft that flies a series of roller-coaster arcs to create weightlessness. The space 
agency now makes passengers float using an updated C-9B jetliner, but a previous plane used 
for such work was nicknamed “the Vomit Comet.”
Leonard and two UM graduate students will conduct their experiments the week of 
April 10 in the air high above Houston’s Johnson Space Center.
“I plan to take drugs to settle my stomach,” he said ruefully, “but even people who 
don’t get motion sickness get sick on the Vomit Comet. So I’m not optimistic about escaping 
unscathed.”
Leonard is a professor in UM’s School of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation 
Sciences. He will use his wild ride to test a new hand-held device that measures muscle tone. 
This computerized instrument -- the Myotonometer -  is about 6-inches long, weighs less than
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a pound and resembles an upside-down, collapsible telescope. It works simply by pressing the 
narrow end onto muscles that researchers want to examine.
Astronaut muscles atrophy and weaken during spaceflight, so NASA is looking for a 
way to measure changes in muscle health — especially for folks spending months at a space 
station or moon base or on a voyage to Mars. Since every ounce counts aboard a spacecraft, 
the device has to be portable, easy to use, can’t be influenced by atmospheric pressure, can’t 
involve disposables and can’t use much energy.
Leonard said the Myotonometer fits the bill. He first came up with the idea for the 
instrument while visiting St. Petersburg, Russia, with a group of scientists in 1993. He said the 
Russians had a machine that used tissue mechanics to measure muscle tone. So for the next 
seven years, he and a Russian collaborator re-engineered the device to make it portable and 
received a patent in 2000. Then in 2001 they formed Neurogenic Technologies, a UM spin-off 
company, to market the device. The company has a Web site at http://www.neurogenic.com 
and is now seeking investors.
“Therapists and physicians poke at a muscle and say, ‘Yeah, it seems pretty hard,”’ 
Leonard said. “Or they stretch it and say, ‘Yeah, it’s giving me some resistance there.’ But if 
you give it a drug to lessen muscle tone — for instance after a stroke — have you really affected 
it or have you also weakened the muscle inappropriately? The Myotonometer lets physicians 
know that drugs targeting muscles are working, or if they are causing too much weakness. 




Leonard already has done research with NASA using forced-bed-rest studies -  ground- 
based simulations of weightless effects -- in which people don’t get out of the bed for 30 days 
and the Myotonometer is used to quantify changes in muscle health.
The professor and his two physical-therapy graduate students will test two 
Myotonometers when they go weightless in the NASA aircraft. They will be joined by a 
NASA scientist who heads the Muscle Physiology Research Laboratory at Johnson Space 
Center.
The jetliner generally does 40 roller-coaster parabolic maneuvers during one flight. 
Leonard said passengers can feel two “g”s, or double normal gravity, on ascents. Zero-g 
weightlessness, when the plane starts its descent, generally lasts 15 seconds. The plane can 
simulate lunar gravity (.16 g) for 30 seconds and Martian gravity (.38 g) for 40 seconds.
Leonard said they will float around testing their device in free fall, as well as when they 
accelerate during an ascent.
“We need to see how it functions in changing atmospheric pressures,” he said. “Also, 
do we get the same measurements as when we take readings on the ground? Do we get 
different readings when you are weightless? Do you get different readings when you are at 
increased g-forces?”
Leonard said his most-recent funding for the Myotonometer research came from 
NASA’s Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research, which is administered in 
this state by the Montana Space Grant Consortium.
“We’ve been on the fast-track for the last three years because we’ve passed everything
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with flying colors,” he said. “But the current administration has cut NASA’s life-sciences 
budget dramatically. Our work has really been pushed to the back burner. So this flight could 
be the end of the line for us. We don’t know.”
Those questions will be answered, but first comes his up-and-down ride in an air-borne 
laboratory (which NASA prefers to call the “Weightless Wonder”).
“To have this kind of experience, it makes all the late nights and everything you put in 
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